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FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF BOUNDARY-IJLYEX TRANSITION

AND PROFILE DRAG OF AN ~EXPERIMENTAL LOW-DRAG

A
gatlon

WING INSTALLED ON A FIGHTER-TYPE AIRI’LANE

By John A. Zalovclk and Richard B. Skoog

SUllM#.RY

boundary-lnyer-transition and orofile-drag investl-
was conducted in fli~t by the N.atlonal Advisory

Committee for Ae~onciutics on &n axper!.mental low-drag ~ving
installed on a P-47 airplane designated the XP-.47Fand
sunnlied by the Army Air Forces. The win

t
incorporates

airfoil sections that vary from an NACA 6 (215)-1(16.5),
a = 1.0 at the plane of symmetry to an NACA 67(115)-213,
a = 0.7 at the tip. The surface of the wing as con-
structed was found to have such a degree of waviness that
it had to be refinished in order to obtain the psr~ormance
generally expected of low-drag airfoils. Maasuremt?nts
were made at a section outside the propeller slipstream
with smooth and with standard camouflage surfaces and on
the upper surface of a section in ths rn?opeller slip-
stream with the surface smoothed.

Tests were made in normal flight - that is, in level
flight and in shallow dives - at indicated airspeeds
ranging from about 150 to 300 miles per hour and in steady
turns at 300 miles per hour with normal accelerations from
2g to “4g ● These speed and acceleration limits were
imnosed by structural considerations. The tests in normal
flight covered a range of’section lift coefficient from
about 0.58 to 0.15, of Reynolds number f’romabout 9 x 106
to 18 X 106, and of Mach number from about 0.27 to 0.53.
In the tests in turns at 300 miles per hour the range of
section lift coefficient was extended to 0.~3.

The results for the section with smooth surface out-
side the slipstream were In reasonable accord with the per-
formance expected OP low-drag airfoils and indicated a
minimum profile-drag coefficient of 0.0(45, which corre-
sponded to the most rearward position of transition
observed at about 50 percent of the chord on the upper

●
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2 \~A NACA ACR No. L5C08a

surface . With a standard .finl.shXa minimum “profile-drag
coefficient of 0.0063 was obtained. The results obtained
in turns with the smooth surface showed an increase of
about 6 to 14 percent in the profile-drag coefficient
above that obtaliled in normal flight at lower Mach
numbers and corresponding llft coefficients; whereas,
with the standard finish, no increase was observed.

The results on the smooth upner surface of the wing
section in the slipstnesm ind~cated that, with normal
engine op9ration, the most rearward position of trmsition
was between 20 and 25 percent chord. The attempt to
measure the profile drag of the smooth upper surface by
means of a half-wake ~railing-edge ra?~ewas not successftd.
because a large lateral component of boundary-layer flow
existed at tke trailing edge of this section.

INTRODUCTION

An investigation of boundary-layer transition and
proftle drag of an experimental lcw-drag wing installed
on a P-47 uirnlane desi

F
ated the XP-47F’ and supplied

by the Army Air Forces s reported herein. This wing
jncornorates airfoil sections that vary from an

to ~ NACA ~7(!15j?hj;a ~ ~oo at ‘h Pl~e of s~~etry
I{ACA66(215 -1 16

0.7 at the ttp and is the
type used on several current airplane designs.

An investigation of the aerodynamic performance of
the complete airplane was not undertaken because the
surface of the wing, as constructed, was found to have
such a degree of waviness that extensive laminar boundary
layers could not be expected. “The results of performance
tests of the complete airplane, ther9fore, would have had
no particular signlficancs in evaluating the merits of
low-drag wings having surfaces that conform closely to
the requirements for extensive la?ninarboundary layers.
The investigation was consequently lird.ted to the study
of boundary-layer transition and profile drag of sections
of the wing with the surfaces in the original wavy con-
dition and also with the surfaces refinished to reduce
the waviness to tclerable limits.

Previous flight j.nvestigations of low-drag airfoils
he.vebeen concerned cntlrely with tlhedetermination of
boundary-layer and profile-drag characteristics of
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seoticms located outside the propeller slipstream; hence,
no information i.savailable on the characterlstios of
suoh airfoils located l.n...~”propezlerer slipstream, which
May “-co’i%’r”””20”@rcent’”& more of the wing area depending
on the type of’airplane. Boundary-layer-transition and
profile-drag tests were consequently made at two spanwise ‘
stations of the low-drag wing of the xP-47F airplane -
one outside the propeller slipstream and one behind the
propeller - to determine the extent to which low-drag
airfoil characteristics may be obtained in these two
regimes of air flow wtth the surfaces of the wing care-
fully finished. Measurements on the wing section In the
propeller slipstream were limited to the smoothed upper
surface because irregularities on the lower surface due
to the landing-gear cover could not be falred. Tests
were also made of the section outside the slipstream on
the production surfaces with a standard camouflage
finish.

Measurements on the section behind the propeller
were made in level flight and in shallow dives over a
range of Indicated airspeed from about 155 to 310 miles
per hour. bieasurements on the section outside the pro-
peller slipstream were made in level flight and in
shallow dives over a range of lndlcated airspeed from
about 150 to 300 miles per hour and in steady turns at
300 miles per hour with normal accelerations from 2g
to kg to obtain high wing loadings. Some measurements
were made on both of these sections in glides with the
engine throttled. The speed and acceleration limits
observed in the tests were imposed by structural con-
siderations of the airplane.

SYMBOLS

c)

.x

s

d

q~
1

section chord

distance along chord from leading edge

distance along surface from leading edge

deflection of curvature gage

impact pressure in boundary layer at 0.006
above surface

inch

.- .— . - . .— ———— ---



impact pressure

f NACA ACR No. L5C08a

outside boundary layer

section lift coefficient

section profile-drag coefficient

pressure coefficient

correct service indicated airspeed; that 1s, the
correct reading of an airspeed indicator cali-
brated In accordance with Army and Navy
standards

section Reynolds nunber

llachnumber .

critical Mach nu-fiber

acceleration of gravity

Subscript:

t transition

APPARATTJS

‘?JneXP-47F airplane tested is a low-wing, single-
engine nono~lane with a Pratt & Whitney R-23G2-zl en~ine
and a four-blade Curtiss electric propellor (fLg. 1).
It is equipued with a low-drag wing, the master airfoil
sections of which are NACA 66(215)-1(16.5), a = 1.o at
the plane of symmetry and NACA 67(115 )-213, a = 0.7 at
ths wing tip. The airplane has a gross weight of about
11,600 pounds, a wing span of’@ feet, and a wing area of
322 square feet.

TWO sections of the low-drag wing were tested - one
on the right wing located 21 inches outboard of the flap
and the other on the lsft wing located 12 inches within
the edge of the propeller disk (fiZ. 2). The right
wing section had a chord of 88.3 inches and a uaximum
thickness of 14.7 nercent at 45 percent of the chord.
The ordinates of’the ri~ht wing section jlieasuredrelative
to an arbitrary chord are given In tuble I. The left
wing section behind the propeller had a chord of
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108.3 ixmhes and a maximum thlclmess of 15.8 percent at
45 neroent of the chord.....----.... ......... ......... ......... ... ...-...!...------

TWO surface condi,tlons of the right wing section
and one of’the left wing section were tested - the
right wing section with the surfaces having ~ooth and
standard camouflage finishes; the upper surface of the
left,wing section with only the smooth finish.

The smoothed and faired surfaces were obtained by
building up with glaztng putty the base provided by the
refinishing done on the wing at the Air Technical Ssrvice
Command, Wright Field, and then sanding to reduce the
surface wavtness. These surfaces were then sprayed with
four coats of white lacquer as a protective coating and
sanded lightly. Surface waviness was measured by a c
curvature gcge (fig. 3) with logs spaced ~ percent of
the chord. The waviness condition OF t.hafinal smoothed
surfaces is indicated in figures 4 and 5 by the plot of the
waviness index d/c agalns t s/c . The values of d/c
include the curvature cf airfoil surfaces free of
waviness as well as the departare of the actual surfaces
from ths waviness-free contour.

After completion oi’the tests of the smooth right
wing section, the paint und glazing putty on this section
were removed to the metal skin with acetane and a
standard camouflage llnlsh was tl.enapplied. The
standard cmoufluge finish cons!sted of one coat of zinc
chromate primer, one coat of gray surfacer, and two
coats of olive-drab camouflage. The surface with this
standard camouflage finish is hereinafter designated

II!Istandard surface. The surface-waviness index for this
surface condition is shown in figure 6.

Boundary-layer racks, each consisting of a total-
pressure and a static-pressure tube, were used in
measurin

?
boundary-layer transition. The tubes were

made of ~-inch brass tubing with a ~-inch wall thickness.32
The upstream end of the total-pressure tube was filed ati

flattened leaving an opening 0.003 inch deep and ~ inch

wide and”a 0.003-inch wall thickness. Th6 stattc-pressure
tube had six orifices 0.02 inch in diameter equally spaced

around the periphery at 1
t

inches downstream from the

1
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hemispherical end. The effective pressure center of
the total-pressure tube in contact with a surface was
at approximately 0.006 inch from the surface. me
total-pressure tube was connected to an NACA recording
manometer and referenced to the static p$essure obtained

from the static-pressure tube set about
c

inch from the

surface to measure the impact nressure next to the sur-
face. The static
pressure tuhc~Iuas
rivinS the Impact

Wake surveys
the rake shown i.n

pressur~ measured by the static-
referenced to free-stream total pro~:sure
pre~sure outside the boundary layer.

were made on the right wing section by
figure 7 mounted 18.1 percent of the

chord behind the tra~ling”edge. The rake consisted of
24 total-pressure tubes spaced 0.3 inch and five static-
pressure tubes spaced equally across the rake. The
total-pressure tubes were connected to an NACA recording
manolfleterand i’eferenced to free-stream total pressure
in order that the total-pressure loss at each noint In
the wake could be obtained. The static pressure in the
wake was measured with the central static-pressure tube,
which was connected to the manometer, and referenced to
the static pressure obtained by means of a swiveling
static-pressure head mouated on a boom 1 chord ahead of
the leadlng edge of the right wing tip.

A half-wake trailing-edge rake (fig. 8) was used in
an attempt to measure the profile drag of the upper sur-
face of the left wing section. A full-wake rake, such
as described in the preceding naragraph, was not used
because surface irregularities on the lower surface due
to the landing-gear cover could not be faired. The
trailing-edge rhke consisted of 21 total-nressllre tubes

spaced about 2
4

inch and three static-pressure tubes.

The total-pressure tubes were connected to an NACA
recording manometer and referenced to slipstream total
pressure as measured by the rake total-pressure tube
5 inches above the surface. The slipstream total pres-
sure was referenced to free-stream total pressure giving
tha total-pressure component due to thrust in the survey
plane . The static pressure in Lhe wake was measured by

a static-pressure tube
$

inch above the surface; this

tube was connected to the manometer and referenced to
the static pressure measured by the swivsling static-
pressure head.
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Wool tufts .were..used on the upper surfaces of the
right and left wing sections over the trailing-edge area
to determine whether any cross flow that would invalidate
the wake surveys existed In the boundary layer. Ohalk
lines indicating angular de.viat~on from the thrust axis
of 00, *1OO, *200, ~d *300 were m~ked off in the
r“eglon of each of two tufts located 3 and 4 feet,,respec-
tively, on each stale.of”.thefuselage and about 10 inches
from the trailing edge (fig.2) to enable the pilot to
judge the angularity of the tufts at those points.

All pressures were recorded on NACA recording
instrmnents. The position of the ailerons during the
tests was recorded on an NACA control-position recorder.
An indicating accelerometer was used to indicate normal
accelerations.

MEW 01)

In order to obtain free-stream static pressure,
corrections determined from an airspeed calibration
were made to the static pressure measured by the
swivelln.~ static-pressure head mounted on a boom ahead
of the ri@~t wing tip. These corrections were applied
to all measurements for which reference to free-stream
st~tic pressure was required.

Tke section llft coefficient at which transttlon
occurred at a given chordwise position was determined
from the boundary-layer measurements of impact pres-
sure qcl at 0.006 inch above the surface and the Impact

pressure qcz outside the boundary layer. The

qc1
ratio — was plotted against section lift coefficient

qcz
as determined from airplane lift coefficient and theo-
retical spanwise lift distribution by the method of
reference 1. The section lift coefficient corresponding
to transition was chosen at the elbow of the curve as

qc1
the ratio — suddenly increased from its laminar level

qcz
to its turbulent level. In the transition measurements on
the wing section In the propeller slipstream, the measured
qcz was corrected to sll.pstrean conditions by adding

.—. . ..—
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to it the increment of total pressure due to propeller
thrust in the survey plane.

The profile-drag coefficients were determined by
the integrating method of’reference 2; that 1s, the
total-pressure loss was integrated across the wake and
then multiplied by factors depending on free-stream
Impact pressure, maximum total-pressure 10ss, static
pressure In the wake, and flight Mach number. For the
wake surveys on the section in the slipstream, the field
of flow was assumed to consist of free-stream static
pressure and of total pressure increased by the increment
of total.pressure due to thrust of the propeller in the
survey plane.

Transition measurements were made at 20, 30, ~KO,
and 48 percent of the chord on the smooth upper surface
of the right wing section and at ~, 10, 15, 20, and
25 percent on the smooth upper surface of the left wing
section. Wake surveys were made on the ~mooth right
wing section and on the smooth upper surface of the left.
wing section. Wake surveys were also made on the right
wing section with standard surfaces.

Transition tests of the smooth upper surface of
the rlgkt wing section were made in normal flight; that
is, m level flight and in shallow dives, when necessary
to attain the higher speeds, over an indicated-airspeed
range from about 18o to 300 miles per hour. Some of the
tests were made with power off, that is, with engine
ttiottled; others, in steady turns at an Indicated
airspeed of 300 miles per hour and normal accelerations
Of 2g and 4g.

Transition tests of the smooth upper surface of the
left wing section In the sllpstremn were made ih normal
fllght over a range of indicated airspeed from about
155 to 310 miles per hour. A few test runs were also
made with power off.

Wake surveys on the rlrht winn section with smooth
and standard fifilshes were ~ade in-
a range of indl.cated airspeed from

-.— - .

normal fllght within
about 150 to 310 miles

.- —.
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per hour and In steady turns at an indicated airspeed of’
‘“““about“ 00’”miles perhour.and normal acc~lqpqt$gns @om ‘

?2g to g. Some of the test runs on the smooth wing seo-
tion were made with power off.

Wake surveys on”the smooth upper surface of’the left
wi~ section were -de in normal flight over an indlcated-
alrspeed range from about 185 to 310 miles per hour. A
few test runs were made with power off.

PRESENTATION OF”RESUIJT’S

The results of the investigation are presented in
figures q to 15. The pressuzzedistribution over the
smooth ri~ht wing section is Given In figure ~. The
theoretical pressure distri’.mtion was calculated from
the ordlnstos given in table I by the metho~ of refer-
ence 3.

Transition results obtalnetlon the smooth upper sur-
face of’tb.eright wing section are sb.ownin fi~res 10
and 1.1. In fi~re 10, the section lit% coe~ficient chosen
as corresponding to transition at a Civen chordwise posi-
tion is indicated b~ an arrow at the elbow of each
qc]
--curve. The Reynolds numbers Corriesgonding to the
%2 qc1
a9ction lif’tcoefficients of the —-curves are plotted

qc1
qcz

above the —-curves. The variation of the position of
qcz

transition with section lift coefficient is shown In
figure 11; the Reynolds numbers corresponding to the
section lift coefficients are plotted above the transi-
tion curve.

The variation of profile-drag coefficient with sec-
tion lift coefficient for the right wing section with
smooth and standard finishes is presented for normal
fllght in figure 12 and for high-speed turns in figure 13.

Transition results obtained on the smooth upper sur-
face of the left wing section in the ellpstream ar9 pre-
sented In figures l)+and 15.

. .

.

.-— —-
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During the tests of the right wing section, It was

found that the right aileron trinmed up from ~ to 1° in

normal flight and frcm 1° to 2° in high-speed turns.
Corrections for these aileron deflections have been made
to the section lift coefficient for the ri@t wing sec-
tion computed by the method of reference 1.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Right Viing Section outside Slipstream

preesure distribution.- In fiSure 9 the theoretical
pressure distribution for the right wing section is shown
with a few experimental points determined from the static-
prossure measurements in the boundwy-layer-transition
tests. The theoretical pressure d~stribution for incom-
pressible flow was computed for a section lift coefficient
which the ri~ht wing section would experience in incom-
pressible f’low if it retained the angle of attack it had
in compressible flow for a section lift coefficient of
0.200 at a Mach number of 0.1+6. The section lift coeffi-

cient for incompressible flow was taken as %fi?
or 0.177. The theoretical pressure distribut~on for com-
pressible flow, as determined by dividing the pressures

for incompressible flow by /1 - M2 or 0.687, agreed
closely with the few experimental points obtained.

An analys~s of the theoretical pressure-distribution
characteristics, computed by the method of reference 3
with use of the measured ordinates of the right wing sec-
tion (table I), indicates that the characteristics of this
section may be best approximated by the NACA 66,2-2(4.7)
airfoil section. The mean camber line as determined from
the measured ordinates of the right wing section cannot
be specified by the usual a-designation.

Boundary-layer transition.- Transition from laminar.—
to turbulent flow in the boundary layer as occurring on
the smooth upper surface of the ri@t wing section and as
affected by eng!no operation and high wing loading is
indicated in figure 10. As the section lift coefficient
decreased, the point of transitl.onmoved progressively
rearward up to and beyond x/c = 0.48, which is about
7 percent forward of the calculated minimum pressure
point. With .~ther dacrease in section lift coefficient,
thO point of transition appOarOd *O move forward as is

. .

.- . ,-
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. ... .. .. ... . . .
lnd~cated by the oticurrence b~”trmsttlm=~~61minar
to turbulent flow at x/c = O.~ at c The
forward movement of tr~nsltlon”is attri%uted”to”the
increased Revnolds number which accompanies increasing
airplane speeds and decreastig section lift coefficients.

It is possible that, althoufi.a considerable lrlprove-
ment was made In the surface waviness b

$
the very careful

refinishing of the wing section (figs. and 6), a still
further reduction in waviness may have resulted in the
movement of the point of transition at least up to t~e
mini~l~ pressu)?8 ~oint.

The transition results obtained with power off’-
that is, with engine throttled - indicate that, allowing
for experimental error, tlieextent of the laminar
boundar~ layer was no greater tk~qwith normal operation

of the engine. (Two valllesof
~

at a given lift

coefficient (fig. 10) indicate an lulstead~bcmndary-
la?~r condltlon in which tkle total pressure next to the
surface varied from one level to tl!eother.) In the
high wf.ng-loadins conditton, ha obtained h a steady
turn at an indicated airspeed of 300 miles per hour and
a ncrmal acceleration of 2g, transition anpeared to be
as far back on the uprer surface &s in normal fll@t for

qcl atthe sa~e llf’tcoefficients. (The value of ~
C2 “

x/c = 0.40 for the 2g turn is off-scale; that 1s,
qcl

—= o*5~)
qcz

The variation of the point of transition with section
lift coefficient is given in figure 11. Transition
anpeared to reach the most rearward position at x/c = (L5O
or about 5 percent of the chord forward of the calculated
minimum pressure point.

Profile drag in normal flight.- ‘Theprofile-drag
“Coefflcients obtained in normal rlight onthe right wing
section with smooth and standard surfaces are shown in
figure 12. Because tuft surveys over the upper surface
near the trailind edge of this section lndlcated no cross
flow In khe boundary layer, the wake surveys are valid.
For the smooth surf’tices,the mrofile-drag coefficient
decreased with decreasing lift coefficient and increasing

I
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speed until a minimum of 0.00!+5was
R= 16 X 106, and Vi = 275 miles

n
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obtained at cl = 0.185,
per hour; with a

furthmr decrease in lift coefficient, there was an
increase in the profile-drag coefficient that corresponded
to the increment in profile-drag coefficient estimated,
according to the method of reference 4, from the noted
forward movement of ths point of transition. As may be
expected from the transition results, no favorable effect
on profile drag was observed due to airplane operation
with power off. With the standard surface finish, a
minimum profile-drag coefficient of 0.0063 was obtained
at about cl = 0.22, R = 14.7 x 106, and Vi~ = 250 miles

per hour. At the highr lift coefficients, the profile-
drag coefficients of the surface with the standard finish
tended to anproach the values obtained on the smooth
surfaces.

Proftle drag at high WinR loadings.- The profile-
drag coe~ficients of’~.m right wing section with smooth
and standard surface finishes, as measured in steady
turns at an indicated airspeed of about 300 miles per
hour, are shown in f’fgure13. Faired curves representing
the results obtain~d in normal flight are included for
comparison. Tbe 20nDariSOn of the results for the
stundard surfaces in tmms and in normal flight is
ltmited to lift co~ff’ic?.entscorresponding to 2g and
2.~g turns, because the tests in turns and in normal
flight were condl~ct~d over differenli ranges of lift
coefficient that overlapped from cl = 0.32 tO CZ =0.40.
At cl = 0.32 and Cz = 0.34, for which a direct com-

parison was possl~le, the profile-drag coefficients for
the standard surfaces in turns and in normal flight were
about tb.esame. At Ct > 0.45, the profile-drag coeffi-
cients of the standard surfaces in turns were about me
same as the profile-drag coefficients of the smooth sur-
faces in normal flight.

The profile-drag coefficients of the smooth surfaces
in turns were higher than the profile-drag coefficients
in normal flight throughout the range of lift coefficient
tested; the increase amounted to about 6 percent at
c& = 0.30 and to about 14 percent at CT = 0.58. The”
nrofile-drag coefficients for the smooth surfaces in
turns were lower at lift cosffioients less than 0.40
and greater at lift coefficients greater than 0.40
than the profile-drag coefficients of the standard
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surfaces in turns; no”satisfaotory explanation of this
D. ...resul-t,.which,Is..c.ontr.ary,to.,ge,n?ralexpectations, has

been found.
-.,.- .. ... ..

In order to determine how closely the critical Mach
number of ths right wing section was approached In tlm
high-speed turns, the critical Nach number Mcr was

estimated from nressure distributions calculated for

section lift coefficients of c1 R bYtheme~~
of reference 3, In.which the measured ordinates,of,the “
right wing saction are used, and from the von Karman-
Tsien relation (reference 5) between Mcr and static

pressure for incompressible flow. The ratios of the flight
~~achn~bOr M to the estimated critical Mach number Mcr
for the various normal accelerations experienced in the
tests are as follows:

I
~T~~al I@cr

acceleration For stendard
.—

I FGr smooth
(8) I surfac~s [ surfaces

2
2.5
3

t
“5

I
I

I
!

0.70
● 75
.81
.88

The results obtaln~d in high-speed turns therefore indi-
cated that, for the range of values of M/lti~r experienced
in the tests, no increase occurred.in-the profile-drag
coefficient of the standard surfacas above that obtained
in normal flight at lower Mach nwibsrs and corresponding
section lift coefficients (from 0.32 to 0.63 “ whereas,
for thm smooth surfaces, increases of about i‘percent at
cl = 0.30 and about 14 percent at Cz = 0.58 were obtaimd.

Left Wing Section in Prope119r-Slipstream

Boundary-1ayer transition.- The variation with
sectl;n t coe~ficient Or t he point.of transition on
the smooth unner surface of the left wing section in
the slipstream and the effect of.engine operation on
transition are shown in figures 14 and 15. With normal

1 ---- -
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engine operation, the point of transition moved rearward
from x/c = 0.05 to x/c = 0.20 as the section lift
coefficient was decreased from about O.~~ to O.~. The
most rearward position of’transition for the range of
llft coefficient tested lay between x/c = 0.20 and
x/c = 0.25; however, it is hi~ly probable that, if the
test with the boundary-layer rack located at x/c = 0.25
were extended to slightly lower lift coefficients such
as were experienced in”the t~sts for other chordwise “
locations of bhe racks, transition might have occurred
at x/c = 0.25. With the engine throttled, transition
at a given lift coefficient OCCU~ed approximately 4 per-
cent of the chord farther rearward tklan with power on.

surfa~
.- Af’tar the wake surveys on the upper

eft wing sectl.onin the slipstream were
completed, tl~ftsurveys were made at gositions a, b, c,
and d. (See fig. 2.) These surveys have shown that
cross flow In the bomdary la-r existed and was directed
toward the fuselage v:lthangular deviations (in deg)
from the thrust axis as follows:

Power on

185
‘1

28 . 2(I 5 10
255 15 5 10
310 % 15 5 10 I

I Power off I
185 18 15 5i10 “
255 18 12 8 10

Because of’the cross flow, the waks surveys on the
u~ner surface of the left wing section in the slipstream
cannot be used to determ!ne tF~eprof’ile-drag coefficient
of’the upper surface of this section. If the presence
of cross flow Is ignored, however, as it would be lf
the tuft surveys were not made and there were no reason
to suspect the measurements, the evaluation of the wake
surveys by the usual ●ethods would give an apparent
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------- ...... proflls,-drqg .qoefficlent of 0.0045 With normal engine
operation and O.OO@”-Wtth engine’throttled at-,a.@eO.t.10n
llft coeffici nt of about 0.20 and a Re~olds number of

~about 19 x 10 . This difference In the apparent”profile-
drag coefficients as obtained with normal engine opera-
tion and with engine throttled would be expected from
the transition results, which showed a more rearward
position of transition with engine throttled.

In order to obtain some idea of the magnitude of
the profile-drag coefficient to be expected on the
upper surface of the left wing section, the proflle-
drag coefficient was computed for a section lift coef-
flctent of 0.20 and a Re

r
olds number of 19 x 106 by

the method of reference and by using the position of
transition as measured on the upper surface of’this
section with nomnal engine operation. Profile-drag
coefficients computed In thts manner have been found
in other Investigations to agree rather well with
profile-drag coefficients measured in absence of cross
flow. The results of the computations indicated a value
of nrofile-drag coefficient of 0.0035 for the u er

?{surface as compared with the anparent valua of e
measured profile-drag coefi’lcfent of 0.0G~t5for the
urner surface. It should be msnt~oned that the prof’ile-
drag coefficients comnuted from the observed trcmsltion
noints were based on slipstream dynamic pressure and
that the nrofile-drag coefficient based on free-stream
dynamic pressure may be obtained by multiplying the
computed profile-drag coefficients by tbe ratio of
slipstream dynemi.c pressure to free-stream dymunlc
pressure,

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the fllght Investigation of boundary-
layer transition and nrofile drag on the low-drag WlnR of
an-experimental fighter-type ai~-lane, the
shown that:

For the specially fini”she.dright wing
was aerodynamically smooth but had
residual waviness,

XP-47~, ha%

“se”ction,whioh
measurable
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1. The drag characteristics reallzed were in reason-
able accord with expectations for the type of’section
tested.

2. The point of transition on the upper sllrface
moved rearward with decreasing lift coef’ficien”tto about
50 percent of the chord and then moved forward again
with a further decrease in lift coefficj.ent. mi s
forward movement of the point of transition was attri-
buted to the increasing Re~olds number that accompanies
decreasing lift coefficient In fli@t. The section lift
coefficient and Reynolds number corresponding to transi-
tion at 50 percent of the chord were 0.18 and 15.7 x 106,
respectively.

3. The profile-drag coefficient decreased with
decreasing llft coef’flclent until a minimum of 0.0045
was obtained at .a section lift coefficient of about 0.19
and a Raynolds number of about 15.9 X 106. With further
decrease in lift coej~fic~ent, the Troflle-drag coefficient
be~an to increase aSaln by an amount corresponding to the
forward movement of transition on the upper surface.

4. ~TO clifference in the point of transition on the
upper surface or in the profile-drag coefficient was
observed when the airplane was flown with nomal engine
operation and with engine throttled.

5. An increase in profile-drag coefficient of 6 to
14 percent, at lift coefficients of 0.30 to 0.58,
respectively, above that obtained in nomal flight at
lower Mach numbers and corresponding lift coef’ficlents
was measured in steady turns at an indicated airspeed
of 300 miles per hour with normal accelerations from 2g
to 1+.g.

For the standard right wing section with camouflage
paint and normal construction waviness

6. A minimum profile-drag coefficient of 0.0063 was
obtained at a section lift c~efficient of 0.22 and a

Reynolds nhmber of 1)+.7x 106.

7. No increase in nrofile-drag coefficient above
that obtained in normal flight at lower Mach numbers and
corresponding lift coefficients was measured in steady
turns at an indicated airspeed of 300 miles per hour.

-. ---
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For tl!!”sp6cfally”.ffilsH--upper sur3ace. of the left
wing section In the propeller slipstream

8. The most rearward position of transition measured
with normal engine operation was between 20 and 25 per-
cent chord at a section lift coefficient between 0.24
and 0.18 and at a Reynolds number between 18.7 x 106
and 21.3 x 106, respectively. With the engine throttled,
the position of transition was 4 percent of the chord
farther rearward from the leading edge than that obtained
with normal engine operation.

9. The attempt to”measure the profile drag of the
unper surface by a half-wake trailtng-edge rake was not
succesafil becauss a large lateral component of boundary-
layer flow extsted at the trailing edge of this section.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

LarqgieyFi.el.d,Va.
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TABLElI= ,....... .s,..,-.>,. .. ......---... ..... . ,,-
ORDINATES OF RIGHT WING SECTION OF XP-47F AIRPLANE

rAll values are Riven in fractions of chord. Ordinates
L

were measured relative to an arbitrary chord and
with inboard T.E. of aileron in line with T.E.
of flap.’

Station

o
.0125
.025
.050
: ;~5

.15

.20

.25

.50

.=5
t..0

■4-5
.50
.60
.0
i.0
.90

1.000

Ordinate 1

Upper
surface

o
.01!39
.0249

F
.0 1
.G415
.ol@o
.0535
.0S62
.0725
.0 70
i.0 0!+

.0s29

.ob41

.08J0

.0796

:%Z:
.0196

0

Lower I
surface I

o
-m
-.

-.

-.

-.

-.

-.

-.

-.

-9

-9

-9

-.

-.

-.

-*

-8
0

0163
0213
0273
!)333
?o 79

0453
0501
05).I.6
0581
0605
0620
0$29
0629
0;00
0506
0544.
0129

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COllhItTTEEFY)RAERONAUTICS .
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Figure l.- The XP-47F airplane tested,
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Figure L- Sketch of XP+7F uirp/une showing

location of wing test section S.
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Figure 3.- Curvature gage used in
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Upper surface

Lower surface ---------

(a) Measurements 6 inches outboard of section
center line.

-A

Fig. 4a,b,c

4.0

en Upper surface #

.—

(b) Measurements at section center line.

-A
IXlo- \

I

2.0 ~
Upper surface 1

0..04 .12 .20 .28 .36 44 .s2 .60

(c) Measurements 6 inches inboard of section
center line.

Figure 4.- Surface-waviness index of smooth surfaces
cf right wing section. XP-47F airplane.
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(a) Measurements 6 inches outboard of section
center line.
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g
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(b) Measurements at section center line.

.A

(c) Measurements 6 inches inboard of section
center line.

Figure 5.- Surface-waviness index of smooth uPPer
surface of left wing section in slipstream.
xP-47F airplane.
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Figure 6.- Surface-waviness index along center line of
right wing section with standard surface finish.
XP-47F airplane.
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Figure 7.- Rake installation for wake surveys on right
wing section. XP-47F airplane.

Figure 8.- Half-wake trailing-edge rake used for wake
survey on upper surface of left wing section in pro-
peller slipstream. XP-47F airplane.
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Experimental CL = 0.200, M = 0.46
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Figure 9.- Pressure distribution over smooth right
wing eection. xP-47F airplane.
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Figure 10.- Transition as determined on smooth upper
surface of right wing section. XP-47F airplane.
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Figure 11. - Point of transition on smooth upper surface
of right wing section as function of section lift
coefficient. Reynolds numbers for corresponding aec-
tlon lift coefficients plo+.ed above. XP-47F airplane.
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0 Smooth surfaces, power on

+ Smooth surfaces, power off
X Standard surfaces, power on
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Figure 12.- Profile-drag coefficient of right wing
section with smooth and standard surface finishes,
in normal flight. XP-47F airplane.
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Figure 13e- Profile-drag coefficient of right wing section
with smooth and standard surface finishes in the high
wing-loading conditions. XP-47F airplane.
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Figure 14.- Transition as determined on smooth upper
surface of left wing section in slipstream.
XP-47F airplane.
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Figure 15. - Polnt of transition on smooth upper
surface of left wln~ section in slipstream as
function of section lift coefficient.Reynolds
numbersforcorreepond~ngsectionliftcoeCfl-
clentsplottedabove.XP-47Fairplane.
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